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The Ontology Summit 2012 homepage is at:

Mailing List (async discussion)

- Make sure you are subscribed to the [ontology-summit] mailing list. That is where most of the asynchronous discussion will be carried out
  - See details at: http://ontolog.cim3.net/cgi-bin/wiki.pl?OntologySummit2012#nid30AG
- Track champions will be identified and will start and moderate discussion threads on the [ontology-summit] mailing list
- This will be a high-traffic list; so, be prepared to re-configure the default delivery-to-inbox to allow instead, for: filtering | digest-mode | no-mail-mode
Wiki - workspace

Working pages will be available on the OntologWiki
see:
http://ontolog.cim3.net/cgi-bin/wiki.pl?OntologySummit2012#nid309M

• Community Input pages for each track is for the everyone (you will need to create an account on the wiki the first time you edit) see:
http://ontolog.cim3.net/cgi-bin/wiki.pl?WikiHomePage#nidA

• Synthesis pages are maintained by the Track Champions
Virtual Sessions

See the OntologySummit2012 event calendar at:
http://ontolog.cim3.net/cgi-bin/wiki.pl?OntologySummit2012#nid30B7

• ALL virtual session for the summit will be scheduled on Thursdays – mostly 2-hour sessions starting at:
9:30am PST / 12:30pm EST / 6:30pm CET / 5:30pm GMT / 17:30 UTC

• Look out for our event announcements on the [ontolog-invitation] list and under “News & Announcements” section on the OntologWiki
If you have any question, feel free to contact the Track Champions, the Summit chairs, or email me:

<peter.yim@cim3.com>